DCRS Value Added
Managed Service

Disaster Recovery
Protection & Auto
Defragmentation
Kit
What happens when your POS Server malfunctions, software
becomes corrupted, viruses spread, or a disaster occurs?
Can you quickly resume your operations to continue to provide
service to your customers, keeping your employees productive?
Disaster Image Software - Creates an exact disk image of your standard configuration, including
operating system and all of the applications loaded on the Primary hard drive of your POS Server. The
software can then deploy the image to a Secondary hard drive on a scheduled daily basis. This feature
can allow us to perform a full system recovery of your entire system in less than an hour, even minutes
(instead of the typical many hours or even days), from the imaged Secondary hard drive, after the
repair of the failed Primary hard drive. This allows your operation to recover from an unstable software
download, virus, and system crash or hardware failure, with minimum disruption in service to you, your
customers and your employees. Software is available for Small POS Servers using Windows 7 Pro
(with 2 hard drives) or Large POS Servers using Windows 2008 Server with an additional drive.

Diskeeper Disk Defragmentation Software - Automatically repairs hard disk fragmentation
caused by the Windows Operating System to your Server—it runs automatically overnight. The
standard offering that is included with Windows is manual, not automatic, and takes up to ½ hours or
more. Do you have the time? Will your employees be disciplined to perform this task? Software is
available for POS Servers using Windows 7 Pro or Windows 2008 Server.

Can you afford your POS system to be down for hours on-end, or even days?

Do you know a POS vendor that provides this?
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